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ON QUASI-CYCLIC CODES OF INDEX 1⅓

Abstract: 
The main subject of this paper are quasi-cyclic codes of index 1⅓. We show 
how to obtain generator matrices of such codes. Generator matrices are 
not uniquely determined. At the end of this paper we illustrate the result 
by examples. It should be also mention that generator matrices have wide 
application in encoding and decoding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose that F is a finite field (i.e. the field with a finite number of 
elements) and n is a natural number. 

In that case, 
- a word over F is any                                            ,
- a linear code of length n over F is any subspace C  of  Fn, 
- code words are the words in C, 
- a generator matrix of the linear code C  is the            matrix

assuming that a basis of  the linear code C consists of
                                     ,                                    , ...,       

                                              ,

- the fraction                       , where  dimC  is the dimension

(1)
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of  C,  is called the rate of  C and denoted by R(C).

Let us point out that the dimension of C is equal to 
the rank of its generator matrix i.e.

The subject of our research are quasi-cyclic codes of 
index 1⅓. 

First, we shall recall the definition of a cyclic code.                                     

Now, we consider the index set                of coordi-
nates of Fn, the permutation group  Sn on that set and the 
linear code C (in Fn )  that satisfies the following:

                                                      .

In that case we say that C is an Sn - acted code or an  
Sn- permutation code (see [1], [2],  [3] and [4]).

Definition 1. (A cyclic code ) ([5])  If  Sn is a cyclic 
group generated by the (12...n)   i.e.                                                       and 
C is an  Sn- acted code, then C is called a cyclic code of 
length n.  

Suppose that      is  also a natural number.

Definition 2. (A quasi-cyclic code of index m and co-
index n) ([5]) If     is the permutation group generated 
by the product of m disjoint cycles of length n. Then, 
the subspace C of 

which is invariant by      is called a quasi-cyclic code 
of index m and co-index n. 

The main result and the examples are given in the 
next section.

2. A QUASI-CYCLIC CODE OF INDEX 1⅓

If we do not mention otherwise, n is an odd natural 
number and F is the field with only two elements - 0 and 
1 (i.e. the  binary field). The operations + and    (in F) are 
defined as follows:

Let the quotient ring                                is denoted by 
                  .   

We consider the product:
                                

.

Each element of (6) is represented (uniquely) as 
                        where

                               and                                    . 

The element                         can be identified with the 
word

                                                                             .

Suppose that π is a permutation of the coefficients 
of                      which is the product of 2 disjoint cycles 
of length 3n and n such that

Hence, the permutation π (on                 ) is 
corresponding to the operation by multiplying 
X (on                           ).

                                                                        .

According to Definition 2. the following can be 
obtained:

If  a linear subspace C of                                  is invari-
ant by the  permutation π  i.e. 

                                                                               
,

then C is called a quasi-cyclic code over F of index 1⅓ 
and co-index 3n.

The operation (10) can be extended in the following 
way:

For any                        and any

                                                                                  .

The operation (12) can be abbreviated (on                             ) 
as follows:

(2)

,, CcSn ∈∀∈∀σ (3)

∇
m

Π

(4)

Π
∇



+ 0 1
0 0 1
1 1 0

  0 1
0 0 0
1 0 1

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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Remark 1. Let (                ) be any element of  (6), 
then the set 

is a quasi-cyclic code of index 1⅓ and co-index n gener-
ated by (                  ) and will be denoted by                   .

The main question, in relation to                   , is:

How can a generator matrix of (                  ) be 
obtained?

The generator matrix of                   will be denoted 
                               by. Before we represent the answer to 
the previous question, let us point out that generator ma-
trices have wide application in encoding and decoding.
Let

and
                                                                      .

Then, from                                (a 3n-dimensional vector i.e. 
a word of length 3n) and                              (a n-dimension-
al vector i.e. a word of length n)  the following matrices 
of the order 3n and n, respectively, are constructed:

And

                                                                             
.

Before we continue, let us mention that (16) and (17) 
represent circulant matrices – matrices having the fol-
lowing property: its second row is obtaned from its first 
row by moving one place to the right, its third row is 
obtaned from its second row by moving one place to the 
right and so on. Namely, its i-th row is obtained from its 
(i -1)-th row by moving one place to the right. Circu-
lant matrices have a wide range of applications in many 
areas. Some of them are signal and image processing, 
communications, coding theory, probability, statistics, 

numerical analysis, engineering model and economy. 
More information about circulant matrices can be found 
in [6] and [7].

From (16) and (17) the following matrix is con-
structed:

i.e. the                 matrix that has the following form:

                                                                            . 

It is easy to see that

                                                                                  .

But, the rank of the matrix (18) does not have to be 
equal to 3n i.e. the matrix (18) does not have to be a gen-
erator matrix of                       . The answer to the question 
(15) is given by the following theorem proving by Y. Fan 
and H. Liu in the paper [5].

Before we give that theorem and its proof, let us 
recall the following symbols:

 ◆ Ker(f) - the symbol for the kernel of  f;
 ◆ gcd(q(x),w(x)) - the symbol for the greatest com-

mon divisor of q(x) and w(x).

Theorem 1. (Theorem 3. [5]) Suppose that                      and

                          , for any                                                        ,

are defined as follows:

and

                                                               .

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Then,                          induces an                -homomorphism
                                                                         such that:

and                           is equal to                                          i.e.

                                                                               .

Proof.
Namely,                                           if and only if

if and only if

if and only if

if and only if

if and only if

i.e.  

Especially,

                                                                                     .

Based on the previous theorem, we can obtain a generator 
matrix of                    in the following way:

I step: Determine (for given c(x) and c'(x)) the matrices 
(16) and (17);
II step: Construct the matrix (18);
III step: Determine 

IV step: Constuct the matrix                          using the 
rows of the matrix (18)  i.e. using any r  rows of the 
matrix (18) (for example, using the first r rows of the 
matrix (18)).

At the end of this paper, we shall give two examples and 
illustrate how to get a generator matrix of                   .

Namely, 

• in the first example: a generator matrix of                          will 
be equal to the matrix (18);

• in the second example: a generator matrix of               

will not be equal to the matrix (18);

Example 1. Let                            and                    then,

                                                
and

i.e.

Since,

and

                                                                                                
,

based on Theorem 1., it follows that

i.e. the generator matrix of                 is equal to the ma-
trix (19).

◊

(19)
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Therefore,

                                                          .

Example 2. Let          , 

and                              . Then, 

and

i,e

Since,

and

                                                                                           ,

based on Theorem 1., it follows that

i.e. the generator matrix of                             is:

                                                                                          .
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